After School activities

2014-2015

Session 1: from October 12th till February 12th
Session 2: from February 15th till June 18th

- All given courses are around 14 classes, except for the
twice/week classes around 28 classes.
- No transportation is available.
- First come, first serve (limited places)
- You are kindly responsible for picking up your child/children
from «Voltaire’s gate» at 4:00 pm.

### Day & Class
- Sunday: PS to CP / F1 to Y1
- Sunday: GS to CP / F2 to Y1
- Sunday: CP to CE2 / Y1 to Y3
- Sunday: CP to CP2 / Y1 to Y3
- Sunday: CP & up / Y1 & up
- Sunday: CM1 to 5e/ Y4 to Y7
- Monday: MS to CP / F1 to Y1
- Monday: MS to CP / F1 to Y1
- Monday: CP to CE2 / Y1 to Y3
- Monday: CP to CE2 / Y1 to Y3
- Monday: CP & up / Y1 & up
- Monday: CP & up / Y1 & up
- Tuesday: PS to CE1 / F1 to Y2
- Tuesday: CP to CE2 / Y1 to Y3
- Tuesday: CP to CE2 / Y1 to Y3
- Tuesday: CP to CE2 / Y1 to Y3
- Tuesday: CP to CM1 / Y1 to Y4
- Tuesday: CP to CM1 / Y1 to Y4
- Tuesday: CE1 & up / Y2 & up
- Tuesday: CM1 to 5e/ Y4 to Y7
- Tuesday: CM2 & up / Y5 & up
- Wednesday: PS to GS / F1 to F2
- Wednesday: CE1 & up / Y2 & up
- Wednesday: CE1 & up / Y2 & up
- Sunday & Tuesday: PS to GS / F1 to F2
- Sunday & Tuesday: CE1 & up / Y2 & up
- Monday & Wednesday: PS to CP / F1 to Y1
- Monday & Wednesday: CP to CM1 / Y1 to Y4
- Monday & Wednesday: 6e & up / Y6& up

### Activity & Teacher
- Raconte moi une histoire (story telling in FR) Mme. Shaymaa A. Bari
- Guitar Mr. Medhat
- Try engineering* Ideas Gym
- IT Mr. Karim
- Karate Capt. Mahmoud Salah
- Try engineering* Ideas Gym
- Football Capt. Ahmed sami
- Art Melle Roukaya
- Ballet BEGINNERS Melle Shymaya
- Self Defence Capt. Mahmoud Shawkii
- Guitar Mr. Medhat
- ROBOTICS* Ideas Gym
- Pre-ballet Melle Shymaya
- Football Capt. Moustafa Ali
- Karate Capt. Mahmoud Salah
- ROBOTICS* Ideas Gym
- IT Mr. Karim
- Gymnastics Capt. Shihab
- Ballet ADVANCED Mme Nadine & Melle Shymaya
- Tennis PATA tennis academy
- Gymnastics Capt. Shihab
- Fitmania (fitness prog.) Mr. Karim

### Fees/Session
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 600
- 800
- 1200 (half course 600)
- 1200 (half course 600)
- 1200 (half course 600)
- 1200 (half course 600)
- 1200 (half course 600)

* Details attached

Registration will be only at the reception office with Mme Amira Mahran, starting from today.
Inscriptions dans nos bureaux (réception) avec Mme Amira Mahran dès aujourd’hui.

Event coordinator
Nadine Farouk